Skill

Player Grading Scale Key

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total

Tier

9.00
8.99 – 8.50
8.49 – 8.00
7.99
7.75
7.50 – 7.00
6.99 – 6.50
6.49 – 6.00
5.99 – 5.50
5.49 – 5.00
4.99 – 4.50
4.49 – 4.00
3.99 – 3.50
3.49 – 3.00
2.00
1.00

Max Points

% of Grade

1000

100.0%

125
125
100
125
100
100
100
100
125

12.5%
12.5%
10.0%
12.5%
10.0%
10.0%
10.0%
10.0%
12.5%

ITP Grading Scale

Tier Explanation

Dominant Player. All-Pro Traits. Should develop into the best at his position.
Consistent Pro Bowl Player. Gameplan Changer. Very few flaws, if any.
Will be very good player. Rookie starter. Should have Pro Bowl physical traits.
Will be very good player. Probable rookie starter. May or may not have Pro Bowl physical traits.
Unique potential. Pro Bowl traits who needs critical technical development and consistency.
Can be a good starter you can win with/ Should compete for a role/starting position. May be
immediate contributor.
Functional starter in the first 3 years who you should win with. No fatal flaws. Development needed.
Flash tools starter. Quality role player and/or good ST. Emergency starter.
Quality role player and contributor for scheme specific teams.
Draftable player with intriguing physical tools or a functional role player to strengthen the 53.
Priority Free Agent. Has a couple tools that you want to work with.
Undrafted Free Agent. Will go on the 90 man roster somewhere.
Invite to rookie mini camp. At least one intriguing quality to see live.
Off radar due to injury, size, positional projection, etc. May be successful in CFL/USFL/etc.
Incomplete
Reject
ITP Scale provided by John Limberakis
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Armour-Davis, Jalyn

Alabama
RS Junior (4th)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

6’5/8”
197lbs
30 7/8”
9 1/4”
4.37s
7.26s
34.5”
9’10”
7.7

Man
Coverage

Impressive press and off man coverage ability. Does occasionally show missteps in his
footwork, which causes him to lose his man. He does, however, possess excellent
closing speed. Good punch in press, and ability to disrupt routes.

Zone
Coverage

Solid eye discipline, understanding of offensive/route concepts, and shows high ability
to squeeze down on routes in zone. Shows good ability to use his size and speed to
break on routes from his zone.

Press

Possesses great size and speed for the position. Does have some tendency to show too
much aggression with his punches and can at times get left stumbling. Needs to clean
up this aspect of his game.

Likely where he’ll shine early in his career. Placing him on the outside will help cover
Outside
some of the fundamental issues he has until he can better hone his craft. Has the speed
Alignment and size to carry larger, stronger NFL receivers downfield.
Does possess the good speed and agility and could play some slot/nickel snaps at the
Inside
next level. Will need to clean up his footwork and fundamentals in order to be a +
Alignment player as an inside guy.
Tackling /
Run
Support

This is the primary blemish of his game. Shows hesitation to pursue against the run and
can sometimes be seen gearing down when the ball carrier isn’t “his man.” Needs to
gear his motor up, trust his instincts, and learn to wrap up when he tackles.

Footwork

Footwork is decent. Not great, but decent. Guilty, at times, of missteps on his press and
this allows faster receivers to get an extra step. Needs to work on some fundamentals
here, but it appears to be just that… fundamentals. I think his fluidity is fine.

Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

Played the majority of his snaps in 2021, with 3 INTs and 9 PBUs during the season.
Reasonable production. Shows decent ability to track the ball in the air and does a solid
job of getting his hands on the pass when it’s coming his way. Not a ball hawk but will
be a decent production guy at the next level.
Shows great awareness and understanding of route concepts, offensive schemes, and
body positioning. +Trait. Development time will be decreased because of the high
football IQ. Comes from a system known for developing players and he’s no exception.

Final
Thoughts

Jalyn Armour-Davis a well-rounded, developmental cornerback prospect who comes
from a pro style NFL defense. Despite some issues with footwork, I expect this player to
be able to develop into a rotational corner with medium-high upside by the middle of
his second year.
NFL Comp / Upside: Xavien Howard (2nd – 2016)

Other Notes: ALL-SEC Second Team (2021.- conference coaches), starter in 2021, ST experience
throughout

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
90 / 125
80 / 125
85 / 100
100 / 125
80 / 100
70 / 100
85 / 100
85 / 100
95 / 125

770 / 1000
7.7 / 10

Jalyn Armour-Davis, Final Grade:
ITP Player Grade:
RAS Grade:
Expected Round:

7.7 / 10
5.99
7.12
2nd

Booth Jr, Andrew

Clemson
Junior (3rd)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

6’0”
194lbs
31 ½”
9 3/8”

8.8

Man
Coverage

Athleticism really shines through. Sticky in coverage, with great fluidity and foot control.
Shows great understanding of route concepts and offensive schemes. Has the necessary
toolset to be a shutdown corner at the next level. ELITE man coverage.

Zone
Coverage

Despite lack of significant zone snaps at Clemson, Booth shows good promise as a
developmental+ player. Needs to improve his anticipation in zone, and his
understanding of how to squeeze and press down on routes. +DEV trait.

Press

Highly aggressive, elite level competitor. Booth plays a very physical brand of football
and is constantly at full tilt. Does a great job of getting his hands on his receiver,
pressing routes toward the outside, and limiting throwing windows.

Best suited as an outside alignment corner. Has the drive, aggressiveness, and
Outside
physicality to lock down the larger outside corners at the NFL level. Possesses the highAlignment level coverage ability to compete as an outside corner.
Despite being a good athlete and having a great hip fluidity, Booth is best suited as an
Inside
outside corner when his aggressive play will be best utilized. Could see some usage as a
Alignment trail on certain receivers and would be able to cover his man from the slot if needed.
Tackling /
Run
Support
Footwork
Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

Booth possesses A+ level click and close. Paired with his aggressive play and willingness
to be involved in any play, he does very well against the run and in taking down ball
carriers. His few misses are due to over aggression or early dives.
Booth has exceptional footwork and hip fluidity. Shows great ability to rotate his hips
and carry his receiver downfield. Until there are agility run numbers for him, there isn’t
a great measurement of what his speed/agility is, but the tape shows that his footwork
is at the top of the class.
Shows great awareness with the ball in the air. Has great ability to track the ball in the
air and either come down with the pass or knock the ball away. Reasonable production
with INTs and PBUs in college (5 INTs and 9 PBUs, all in his last two seasons at Clemson).
His time as a WR has translated to an ALPHA mentality when the ball is headed his way.
High intelligence, high motor player. Booth does need to improve diagnosis in zone
coverage, but he is an absolute menace in man coverage. Doesn’t panic and is very
rarely caught out of position. Impressively low number of penalties throughout his
college career.

Final
Thoughts

Andrew Booth Jr projects as a high-level man coverage starter, with zone coverage
developmental upside. Booth’s motor is always running hot, and the combination of size
and athleticism makes him an A+ level prospect. +Tackling and +Ball Skills make him an
intriguing combo.
NFL Comp / Upside: Jaire Alexander (1st – 2018)

Other Notes: First Team All-ACC (2021), All-ACC Academic Team (2020), ST experience throughout, core
muscle injury requiring surgery pre-combine, pulled hamstring preventing workouts pre-combine

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
110 / 125
90 / 125
90 / 100
115 / 125
90 / 100
90 / 100
90 / 100
90 / 100
115 / 125

880 / 1000
8.8 / 10

Andrew Booth Jr, Final Grade:
ITP Player Grade:
RAS Grade:
Expected Round:

8.8 / 10
8.00
N/A
1st/2nd

Bryant, Coby

Cincinnati
Graduate (5th)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

6’1 3/8”
193lbs
30 5/8”
9 3/8”
4.54s
7.31s
33”
10’2”
8.35

Man
Coverage

Highly physical and confident man coverage corner. Possesses the necessary ALPHA
mentality to play press/off man at the next level. Needs to improve his technique when
it comes to spacing but should do well cleaning this up with the right coaching.

Zone
Coverage

Good awareness in zone and shows ability to maintain his assignment and spacing. Plus
level click and close speed and good understanding of route concepts and offensive
schemes. Pre-snap read prowess allows him to diagnose quickly

Press

Despite some issues with press spacing, he projects well in press man alignments where
his physicality and toughness can shine. If he is able to clean up some of the mental
errors he shows, should be a + prospect by year two.

Size, weight, and athletic profile to play outside at the next level. Does show some
Outside
issues with speed receivers and getting handsy, which will draw flags. Good coaching
Alignment and scheme fit will help to limit the flags and broken plays due to missteps.
Likely an outside only corner at the next level. Does not possess the adequate athletic
Inside
profile to cover speedy slot type receivers over the middle. Best suited on the outside
Alignment where his physicality can be used.
Tackling /
Run
Support
Footwork
Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

Able and willing tackler, with some issues and occasional “ankle biting.” Could stand to
clean up his technique and angles a bit. Has the height/weight profile to be a good
tackler at the next level if he can clean up these issues.
Adequate footwork and hip fluidity. Shows some stiffness, but appropriate schematic
fit, and coaching will help to fix/cover these issues. Backpedal is decent, and he
possesses the necessary footwork skills to be a + level player in zone heavy schemes
early.
Does a great job following the quarterback’s eyes and then tracking the ball in flight.
College career production speaks for itself (in 2 years – 19 PBUs, 3 FFs, 7 INTs). Consider
ability to create turnovers as a +Trait early.
High IQ, incredibly intelligent player. Defensive leader and communicator. Shows good
spatial awareness, especially in zone coverage. Shows top level ability to bait QBs into
throws that can either be broken up or intercepted.

Final
Thoughts

ALPHA mentality, high IQ cornerback prospect who has been praised by his coaches for
his film study habits. Zone coverage fit or in press man with the right team fit. High ball
production prospect who should contribute in year two or three. ST contributions are
likely in year 1.
NFL Comp / Upside: Josh Norman (5th - 2012)

Other Notes: 3-star Rivals Prospect, Brother Christian plays for Cardinals, 2019 AAC All-Academic,
Earned Under-Grad Degree (2020), Paycom Jim Thorpe (top DB -2021), AAC First-Team (2020/2021)

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
110 / 125
100 / 125
85 / 100
105 / 125
85 / 100
75 / 100
85 / 100
90 / 100
100 / 125

835 / 1000
8.35 / 10

Coby Bryant, Final Grade: 8.35 / 10
ITP Player Grade:
7.75
RAS Grade:
5.55
Expected Round:
2nd

Elam, Kaiir

Florida
Junior (3rd)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

Man
Coverage
Zone
Coverage
Press

6’1 1/2”
191lbs
30 7/8”
8 7/8”
4.39s
6.98s
37.5”
8.5

Shows great ability in man coverage, especially when aligned in press. Good ability to
jam and disrupt, as well as mirror his man down field. Possesses good blend of size and
athleticism to play man at the next level. Does occasionally get stacked on verticals and
has shown some issue with twitchier receivers that can gain leverage quickly.
Played mostly half turn zone at the college level but possesses all the necessary tools
and traits to shine in zone heavy schemes at the next level. Does a good job staying
leveraged and shows a nice ability to squeeze routes. Plays ball well in zone.
Press coverage monster. Shows good ability in press to push receivers off their route
assignments and take them out of the play. Physicality can get him into some trouble
when it comes to penalties but should be able to clean this up with proper coaching.

Best fit is as a boundary corner at the next level where his athleticism and aggressive
Outside
play style can be allowed to flourish. Has the size to cover the outside X type receivers
Alignment and has the necessary toolset to battle those players at the catch point.
Possesses the necessary athletic profile to play inside, but to this point has not shown a
Inside
good ability to cover the twitchier and more elusive receivers that are often aligned in
Alignment the slot at the next level (see Bama 2020). Will likely project more to the outside.
Tackling /
Run
Support

A bit of a mixed bag. Can be inconsistent with angles and technique which can lead to
being easily shed or missing completely. Needs to clean up his technique, as he
possesses the size and strength profile teams look for in a corner that can tackle.

Footwork

Footwork is sufficient, though he can sometimes suffer from missteps and poor angles.
Possesses great recovery speed, and his hip transitions and backpedal are above
average for the class.

Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

Does a good job of tracking the ball in the air and can be a true menace at the catch
point. Shows good ability and patience to bait quarterbacks into throwing into windows
that aren’t there. Production in college is sufficient as well (5 INTs, 14 PBUs, 44%
completion in 3yrs)
Very intelligent and competitive prospect. This does come with a caveat. In a few
games, there were instances of him gearing down before a play was over. In some
cases, he was away from the play, but in some the play shifted and he could have been
in position to make a tackle. Concerning trait… and will be one NFL teams want to vet.

Final
Thoughts

Overall, a highly athletic and highly aggressive corner prospect with the ability to fit into
any scheme and start year one. Despite some technical issues with his tackling and
pursuit angles, I believe good coaching should be able to iron those out of him early on
in his career. The only real concern I have with Elam as a prospect is the times on tape
that he appears to gear down or make a business decision. NFL teams will likely work
through this in interviews and workouts. NFL Comp / Upside: Carlton Davis (2nd – 2018)

Other Notes: SEC First-Year Academic Honor Roll (2019-2020), All-SEC Freshman Team (2019), Jim
Thorpe Semi-Finalist (2020), AP All-SEC Second Team (2020), All-SEC First Team (2020)

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
100 / 125
105 / 125
95 / 100
110 / 125
90 / 100
80 / 100
80 / 100
95 / 100
95 / 125

850 / 1000
8.5 / 10

Kaiir Elam, Final Grade:
ITP Player Grade:
RAS Grade:
Expected Round:

8.5 / 10
7.5
8.61
1st / 2nd

Emerson, Martin

Mississippi State
Junior (3rd)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

Man
Coverage
Zone
Coverage
Press

6’1 5/8”
201lbs
33 1/2”
10 1/8”
4.53s
6.9s
32”
10’4”
7.6

Plays his best reps when he can get his hands on a receiver early and prevent a free
release. Tends to get grabby on breaks and will be a flag magnet at the NFL level if he
doesn’t clean this up. His lack of true elite speed shows up on the tape where receivers
are able to shed him with fast transitions or pure speed.
Ran primarily zone concepts at Mississippi State. Does a good job of reading the eyes of
both the QB and the receiver. Has good awareness and times his route jumps nearly
perfectly. His body size allows him to cover large zones and break up passes well.
Again, in man his best reps come in press. Emerson has the sufficient size and strength
to disrupt routes and get receivers off balance at the LoS. Likely his best man fit is in a
press heavy scheme where he can use that power to his advantage to bully WRs.

Emerson possesses excellent size and strength to cover big body receivers at the next
Outside
level. Does an excellent job of disrupting routes with his hands and forcing receivers off
Alignment balance.
Projects as an outside only corner at the next level. Emerson does not possess the
Inside
necessary quick twitch or athletic profile to play inside at the NFL level. Despite having
Alignment reasonable foot quickness and above average smoothness to his transitions, his lack of
suddenness makes him unlikely to play slot/nickel at the NFL level.
Tackling / Willing and able tackler. Shows good ability to fight through contact and pursue. Plays
to the whistle and never stops trying to work his way through blockers. Highly
Run
aggressive against screens... and very disruptive when he times it just right.
Support
Footwork
Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

Footwork is average to slightly above. For a corner his size, especially one lacking
measurable quick twitch, his transitions and flip are pleasantly decent. Transitions are
still occasionally a little clunky, but I suspect the culprit is technique, rather than
athleticism.
Small sample size of production. Mississippi State’s scheme is predicated on taking
away the deep throw and daring offenses to win via dink and dunk. What production
Emerson does have comes from plays where he reads the QB perfect and drives on the
passing lane to break up the pass before the receiver can come away with it.
Good to great understanding of offensive schemes, route concepts, and how best to
attack those schemes/concepts. High level communication with great field and
situational awareness. +Level trait.

Final
Thoughts

Martin Emerson may be an average athlete, but he does a good job of making up for that
with intelligence, aggressive play, and an absolute mastery of how to play his position.
He won’t be drafted as high as some of the other developmentals, but I’m confident he
finds a roster sometime during the draft and sticks. Should be a developmental upside
guy with some ST play early on.
NFL Comp / Upside: Carlton Davis (2nd – 2018)

Other Notes: SEC First-Year Honor Roll (2019-2020), SEC Fall Academic Honor Roll (2020), PFF
Honorable Mention Freshman All-America (2019), PFF Second-Team All-SEC (2020), PFF Honorable
Mention All-America (2020)

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
80 / 125
95 / 125
85 / 100
95 / 125
70 / 100
90 / 100
80 / 100
75 / 100
90 / 125

760 / 1000
7.6 / 10

Martin Emerson, Final Grade:
ITP Player Grade:
RAS Grade:
Expected Round:

7.6 / 10
6.49
8.46
3rd

Evans, Akayleb

Missouri
Senior (5th)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

Man
Coverage
Zone
Coverage

Press

6’2”
197lbs
32”
8 3/4”
4.46s
36”
10’9”
7.2

Evans does a good job of disrupting receivers at the line of scrimmage but will struggle
if he is unable to do so. Doesn’t have elite level hip fluidity and is built high, which will
cause issues with covering faster WRs in man. Should be okay in coverage against bigger
bodied X receivers at the next level due to his physicality.
Played in plenty of coverage schemes and types at Missouri (and Tulsa before that).
Good eye discipline and understanding of route concepts / offensive schemes. Shows
good click and close speed for a corner his size and should do well in schemes that put
him in shallow and flat zones, where he can attack routes and play the ball.
Shows good usage of his hands to disrupt routes and has a fairly diverse toolbox when it
comes to stabs and punches off the line. Has the ability to get his man off his initial
release and take him out of the play (at least in the immediate).

Has the prerequisite size, strength, and aggressiveness to play on the outside at the
Outside
next level. Highly physical player who shows good functional strength and the ability to
Alignment cover the bigger and more physical receivers at the NFL level.
Does not possess the necessary body type or athletic profile to play slot/nickel at the
Inside
next level. Evans is fairly high cut, and his transitions and hip rotations can suffer
Alignment because of that. Projects best as an outside only corner.
Tackling /
Run
Support
Footwork
Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

Physically imposing corner. Does a good job of fighting through blocks, maintaining
leverage, pursuing, and taking ball carriers to the ground. Had some issues in 2021 with
angles, but his prior tape did not show any of these issues and this may be a technique
issue.
Footwork can be clunky at times, as with a lot of larger / high-cut corners. Transitions
aren’t incredibly smooth and has some issues with flipping his hips quickly while staying
in phase. Some of this is technique but some will be due to his build and those issues
will likely not be fixable.
Can struggle at time to track the ball when it’s in the air. Came to Missouri with zero
INTs. Does show a good ability to play the receiver at the catch point and knock the pass
away but needs to improve his awareness and ability to get his head turned to track the
pass without losing coverage contain.
A story of peaks and valleys. Evans shows promise at times on tape, but he doesn’t
always seem to fully trust his instincts and has issues with tracking the ball in the air.
Needs to develop his awareness some, and work on trusting his gut.

Final
Thoughts

A true developmental prospect, Evans is a love or hate prospect. Tall, physical, and
powerful, Akayleb Evans has the measurables teams look for at the next level but needs
polish in most areas. High character individual who is involved in charity projects, I expect
a team to love the person and the potential and draft him to develop. Of the dev.
prospects, it’s easy to get behind him. NFL Comp / Upside: Reggie Robinson (4th - 2020)

Other Notes: Undergrad Degree in Organizational Studies (Tulsa – 2021), NFF/Oklahoma Sports Hall of
Fame Player of the Year (2019), Senior Bowl Invitee (2022)

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
75 / 125
85 / 125
80 / 100
95 / 125
65 / 100
80 / 100
75 / 100
75 / 100
90 / 125

720 / 1000
7.2 / 10

Akayleb Evans, Final Grade:
ITP Player Grade:
RAS Grade:
Expected Round:

7.2 / 10
6.00
9.55
4th

Gardner, Ahmad “Sauce”

Cincinnati
Junior (3rd)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

Man
Coverage
Zone
Coverage
Press

6’ 2 3/4”
190lbs
33 1/2”
9 5/8”
4.41s

8.75

Reliable, efficient man coverage corner. Needs to trust his athleticism and intelligence
more, as he is grabby (very). High risk man corner who will sometimes give too much
cushion to try and bait QBs into bad throws, relying on his athleticism to get him into
the throwing lane before the ball can get there. Won’t go as well at the next level.
MENACE in zone coverage. Sauce has an elite understanding of route concepts,
offensive schemes, and how to use zones to exploit them. He shows a high-level ability
to squeeze routes and close on passing lanes quickly. His size gives him an advantage.
Fiercely competitive, Gardner will do well in tight press situations at the next level,
provided that he can clean up his bad habit of getting grabby at the top of routes. He
does a great job of jamming receivers and has the toolset to be an early starter.

Has all the prototypical size, weight, and athletic markers teams look for in a boundary
Outside
corner. With his size and length, he should be able to cover the bigger receivers at the
Alignment next level, and his athleticism and quick twitch means he can cover the faster and more
athletically gifted ones too.
While I don’t believe teams will draft Sauce to play inside, I do think his athletic profile
Inside
will allow him to trail receivers and align inside if need be. If asked to play slot snaps, his
Alignment best utilization would be in a zone-heavy scheme.
Tackling /
Run
Support

Gardner’s tackling trailed off some in 2021, but he shows the aggressiveness and power
to be a capable tackler at the NFL level. Technique will be a question mark, but proper
coaching will help to work through some of the minor kinks in this area of his game.

Footwork

Gardner’s footwork isn’t what I would call special, but it is very good for a corner his
size. His transitions and hip fluidity are good, as are his athleticism and speed. There
isn’t quite an elite level click and close to his game, but its above average at worst.

Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

Consistency is the name of the game. Shows good closing speed when pursuing the ball
in the air and has a great knack for arriving just as the ball does, He does a good job of
staying aware of the position of the ball while trailing downfield and has the ability and
length to get into the catch point and disrupt the pass.
Very few mental mistakes show up on Gardner’s tape. As long as a team can work
through his tendency to grab, he is an A+ level player when it comes to awareness and
IQ and should be a starter year 1.

Final
Thoughts

“Sauce” Gardner projects as a day 1 starter in a zone heavy system at the next level. With
press-man ability and full man coverage scheme upside, he will be a versatile player that
teams covet. Some issues exist with his aggressive nature in the way of penalties, but
these issues are minor and should resolve easily. Whatever team drafts him is getting a
potential starter for years to come. NFL Comp / Upside: Richard Sherman (5th - 2011)

Other Notes: Consensus All-American, First-Team (AP, AFCA, FWAA, Sporting News), Unanimous AAC
Defensive Player of the Year, ZERO Touchdowns allowed in college career.

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
90 / 125
110 / 125
95 / 100
115 / 125
90 / 100
85 / 100
90 / 100
90 / 100
110 / 125

875/ 1000
8.75 / 10

Ahmad Gardner, Final Grade: 8.75 / 10
ITP Player Grade:
7.99
RAS Grade:
N/A
Expected Round:
1st

Goodrich, Mario

Clemson
Senior (4th)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

Man
Coverage
Zone
Coverage
Press

6’ 1/4”
176lbs
30 5/8”
9 1/8”
4.52s
31”
10’2”
7.9

Efficient and competent man coverage corner that is likely better suited to press man
that off coverage schemes. Doesn’t possess the necessary athletic profile to close
quickly on receivers when giving too much cushion and will likely need to play in a
system at the next level that plays to his strengths and covers his weaknesses.
Goodrich shows high promise as a zone coverage defender, where his intelligence and
ability to diagnose will shine. He does a good job of maintaining his spacing and working
with the leverage he has built to squeeze throwing lanes and routes.
Shows great ability to get physical at the LoS and disrupt routes with a variety of jabs.
Has good hands and knows how to move receivers off the routes early, taking them out
of the play. Shows good fundamentals and the ability to stick to his designated man.

Saw few reps at any position other than boundary corner and that is where I expect him
Outside
to project for most teams. Tall, physical corner who should be able to cover physicalAlignment type receivers at the next level.
Not likely somewhere anyone will project Goodrich. Does not possess the necessary
Inside
physical or athletic profile to be a nickel/slot type corner at the next level. Transitions
Alignment are not snappy as you see with the true slot type corners in this class, and his athletic
measurements do not lend themselves to inside alignments.
Tackling / A+ tackler who has shown himself to be capable of doing so on a consistent basis. Love
his technique, aggression, and enthusiasm in engaging ball carriers and getting them to
Run
the ground. Tape is a clinic for how corners should approach tackling.
Support
Footwork
Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

Footwork is sufficient. Transitions are smooth enough, backpedal is fine, and his
athleticism is good enough for the NFL level, but it is not what anyone should consider
elite. Possesses good level of body control for a corner his size.
Former high school level receiver, which can lead to high production numbers at the
college level but has not done so with Goodrich. Modest ball production in his 4 years at
Clemson, but he does show a good ability to work through the catch point, disrupt
passes, and get his hands on the ball.
High intelligence player. Anticipation, processing speed, and communication should all
be considered + level skills. Competitively tough and technically sound player, with high
upside and an ability to diagnose and learn on the fly.

Final
Thoughts

Mario Goodrich is the case of a high level CB2 living in the shadow of a CB1 (Booth). A
good player in his own right, he will need some time to develop into the player he will
eventually be at the NFL level, but teams should be willing to take that chance. Moderate
athleticism will see him fall on some boards, but his intelligence, tenacity, tackling
prowess, and special teams experience make him a valuable player day 1… even if he isn’t
in your rotation until year 2 or 3.
NFL Comp / Upside: Casey Heyward (2nd - 2012)

Other Notes: ACC Honor Roll (2019), ACC DB of the Week (2020 vs Pitt), First-Team ALL-ACC (2021), 3rdTeam All-America (PFF), MVP (2021 – Cheez-It Bowl)

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
80 / 125
105 / 125
85 / 100
110 / 125
80 / 100
85 / 100
85 / 100
70 / 100
90 / 125

790 / 1000
7.9 / 10

Mario Goodrich, Final Grade:
ITP Player Grade:
RAS Grade:
Expected Round:

7.9 / 10
6.49
5.01
3rd

Gordon, Kyler

Washington
Sophomore (4th)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

Man
Coverage

5’11 1/2”
194lbs
31”
9 1/4”
4.52s
6.67s
39.5”
10’8”
7.95

Dynamic, athletic corner who does well in man to mirror and close on routes. Closing
speed is second to none in this class. Passes that are errant allow him to close quickly
and create turnovers / incompletions.

Very effective player when asked to play zone. Has learned to trust his eyes over his
Zone
athleticism, which shows in his diagnosis and play style in zone schemes. Closing speed,
Coverage again, gives him the freedom to bait QBs for that extra tick before squeezing down on
the throwing lane.
Strong and fiery competitor, including in press coverages. However, there were
instances of over aggressive punches at the LoS, combined with some tightness in his
Press
hips, leading to easy releases for his man. Needs to improve body control some and
timing.
Does have the necessary size, athletic profile, and fire to play outside at the next level.
Outside
Schematically and positionally diverse. Shows great ability to match and carry bigger
Alignment receivers and compete at the catch point.
Quick twitch athleticism and instincts project well to inside alignment for Gordon. Some
Inside
may look at his combine measurements and see the 40 time as a red flag, but the other
Alignment athletic numbers make the case of a guy without the top gear you may like, but plenty
of twitch and explosiveness to cover the speed freaks of the NFL.
Good if, at times, an inconsistent tackler. Most of the time, Gordon does a good job of
Tackling / squaring up, wrapping up, and bringing down the ball carrier in space. Generally, does a
very good job of limiting additional yardage. Can sometimes whiff on those after the
Run
catch tackles though and give up additional yardage. + trait of absolute willingness to
Support
tackle anyone.
Gordon’s footwork is mostly clean, and his transitions are good. Does have some
Footwork tightness in his hips, which shows up mostly against twitchier receivers in press man
coverage. Has an unbelievable burst off his plant foot.
Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

Shows good ability to play the ball in the air and attack the catch point, but it leaves you
wishing he came down with more interceptions. Closes quickly on routes and has good
awareness of where the ball is at all times. + level trait.
Intelligent and instinctive. Does a good job trusting his eyes and gut over pure
athleticism, but I believe he can get even better at this with NFL level coaching.
Exceptional vision and awareness of the fiend and positioning.

Final
Thoughts

Kyler Gordon is likely the first slot/nickel prospect off the board in this year’s draft.
Capable of being truly versatile when it comes to inside/outside alignment, Gordon
provides any team with an early starter candidate with high end traits and high end
understanding of the position. Athletic, intelligent, versatile, aggressive, and disciplined;
Gordon should be a lock to go on day 2. NFL Comp / Upside: Byron Maxwell (6th -2011)

Other Notes: PAC-12 Academic Honor Roll (2019), All-PAC-12 Honorable Mention (2019), All-PAC-12
Honorable Mention (2020), Preseason All-PAC-12 Honorable Mention (ST/DB – 2021), All-PAC-12 FirstTeam (2021)

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
110 / 125
90 / 125
90 / 100
115 / 125
90 / 100
90 / 100
90 / 100
90 / 100
115 / 125

880 / 1000
8.8 / 10

Kyler Gordon, Final Grade: 7.95 / 10
ITP Player Grade:
6.99
RAS Grade:
9.69
Expected Round:
3rd

Gray, Vincent

Michigan
RS Junior (4th)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

Man
Coverage
Zone
Coverage

Press

6’2”
192lbs
32 3/8”
9 1/4”
4.54s
34”
10’2”
7.8

Tall, prototypical build for a boundary man corner. Plays physical and knows how to use
his size and power to press routes to the boundary. He does a good job of creating
contact at the line and disrupting releases to change the route path of his man.
Does a good job in zone of staying alert to changes in routes and overlaps. Doesn’t bite
easily and stays in his zone until the routes develop and a clear picture of how the play
is going to go presents itself. Closes quickly for his size and is disruptive at the catch
point.
Gray shows good ability to mirror and stay disciplined in press coverage. Has the size
and power to jam receivers and push routes to the boundary to narrow throwing lanes.
Can do a better job working through traffic and maintaining his coverage.

Has the necessary height, weight, length, and athletic profile to play outside at the next
Outside
level. Possesses the necessary physicality to cover traditional X type receivers. Does not
Alignment have the athletic ability to cover shiftier receivers.
As stated above, does not possess the athletic profile to cover shiftier and speed
Inside
receivers. Projects most likely as an outside only corner at the next level. Does possess
Alignment good bend for his size, but faster receivers will give him issues.
Tackling /
Run
Support

Tape was better in 2020 than 2021 when it comes to tackling, but he showed promise in
development. In run support, he needs to improve his ability to disengage from blocks
so that he can pursue. If he can get free, his tackling technique is sound.

Footwork

Shows good hip fluidity and bend, especially for a corner his size. His athletic profile is
average, but his ability to turn and backpedal will keep him in more plays than his
profile might indicate.

Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

Disappointed in his ball production numbers. Needs to improve his ability to high point
passes at the catch point. Does show some ability to get into throwing lanes and knock
down passes (OSU 2021 – against Olave). Did see fewer targets in 2021 than prior years.
Shows decent ability to track the ball but can lose the ball at times when in pursuit.
Gray can struggle, at times, with anticipation. In 2021, he was guilty of trying to
anticipate and look into the future rather than reading and reacting. He needs to
improve his consistency in reading and diagnosing to compete with more savvy
receivers at the next level.

Final
Thoughts

Gray is a high-level developmental prospect who needs shine and polish in several areas
but has the tools and traits to take to that development well. With potential to be scheme
diverse, Gray should find himself drafted late day 2 / early day 3 and be a developmental
depth piece early on.
NFL Comp / Upside: Ahkello Whitherspoon (3rd – 2017)

Other Notes: Three-year letterman (2018-2020), All-B1G Honoree (3rd Team, media, 2021), ST
experience

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
90 / 125
80 / 125
85 / 100
105 / 125
75 / 100
85 / 100
85 / 100
85 / 100
90 / 125

780 / 1000
7.8 / 10

Vincent Gray, Final Grade:
ITP Player Grade:
RAS Grade:
Expected Round:

7.8 / 10
5.99
7.16
4th / 5th

Hankins, Matt

Iowa
Senior (5th)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

Man
Coverage
Zone
Coverage

6’ 1/8”
181lbs
32 1/4”
9 1/8”
4.74s
35”
9’8”
7.55

Shows good ability in press man to turn and carry his receiver down field but does
struggle with bigger and more physical receivers. I have concerns with his size and
athletic profiling, considering that he struggles with those more physical receivers and
doesn’t have sufficient speed at the size he currently is.
Playing zone coverage can help cover up some of those athletic limitations and Hawkins
shows good awareness and understanding of how to play zone. He shows good
patience, and his reaction ability are relatively high for a developmental corner.

Most of the man coverage snaps you’ll find on Hankins’ tape are in press. He does
struggle against physical receivers, but he shows good technique with his hand stabs
Press
and jams at the line. Despite lacking long speed, Hankins’ has some decent lateral
ability.
Due to his lack of top end speed, I do think Hankins’ probably translates best as an
outside corner. He won’t be at his best covering the big-bodied X type receivers, or the
Outside
small shifty ones, but should do okay against the tweeners if he can get his hands on
Alignment
them early in press. His reasonable ceiling in zone will give him some play time as well,
as he shows the ability to attack and crowd throwing lanes.
Matt Hankins does not possess the necessary explosiveness to his game or speed to
Inside
play significant snaps as an inside corner at the next level. Smaller and quicker receivers
Alignment will be able to abuse his slower transitions and average mobility.
Tackling /
Run
Support
Footwork
Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

This is probably the best part of his game. Hankins is a nasty tackler. While he isn’t big
enough to really bully guys, his form and technique are very good. He closes quickly on
ball carriers, shows good form in wrapping up, and then uses good technique in pulling
the ball carrier down.
Has reasonable athleticism, but not top end speed. Hankins’ mechanics aren’t a mess,
and his backpedal is reasonable. Hips have some transitional tightness which is a little
worrisome if you expect him to add any weight.
Doesn’t have natural hands but does work well with what he has and has shown a
respectable level of ball production in 2021 (3 INTs, 4 PBUs). Has a good level of
reactive quickness with the ball in the air and is able to track well. Best athletic play was
an interception against Iowa State in 2021.
Five-year starter, with a ton of experience, and it shows in his communication and
anticipation skills. Can be seen many times getting his teammates into correct
positioning. He does have a good understanding of route concepts and how to exploit
then.

Final
Thoughts

Matt Hankins is a solid, developmental prospect corner who should be an early day 3
draft selection. He shows good football IQ, tackling ability, and zone coverage skills on his
tape, while his man coverage skills could use some polish. Not the best athletically but
certain situations and schemes can make use of a player who is as experienced as he is
and the skillset he’ll bring to a roster.
NFL Comp / Upside: Sidney Jones (2nd – 2017)

Other Notes: Player Council (2021), Leadership Group (2020), Team Captain (2021), Hayden Fry Award
(2021), Second-Team All-American (WCF and AFCA – 2021), Third-Team All-America (Phil Steele –
2021), First-Team All-B1G (Phil Steele – 2021), Second-Team All-B1G (coaches and AP – 2021), ST
experience throughout

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
80 / 125
95 / 125
80 / 100
90 / 125
70 / 100
90 / 100
75 / 100
85 / 100
90 / 125

755 / 1000
7.55 / 10

Matt Hankins, Final Grade: 7.55 / 10
ITP Player Grade:
5.99
RAS Grade:
1.23
Expected Round:
4th

Hill, Daxton

Michigan
Junior (3rd)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

6’ 1/4”
191lbs
32 1/4”
9 1/2”
4.38s
6.57s
33.5”
10’1”
8.1

Man
Coverage

Daxton Hill showed good ability in 2021 to play man from the slot. Trails his man well
and is sticky in coverage. His athletic profile really is something else and it gives him the
ability to stay in phase, stick tight to routes, and carry his man downfield.

Zone
Coverage

Great ability to read the quarterback’s eyes and drive on the ball at the catch point. Can
really squeeze routes and tighten throwing lanes, as well as bait quarterbacks into
throws and create incompletions.

Limited exposure to Hill in press on tape, due to him playing primarily off coverage in
the slot or at safety while at Michigan. Does show sufficient level of hand technique and
Press
punch in the tape I did see. Will likely need development here if a team plans on using
him as a boundary corner.
Despite limited snaps on tape as an outside corner, Hill possesses the size, athletic
Outside
profile, and play style to project on the outside at the next level if teams want to try him
Alignment there. Will be able to trail the faster receivers downfield and his eye-popping athletic
testing (combined with his footwork) will help him stay in phase and stick to routes.
Most of Hill’s college tape is at FS or slot corner and that is likely where most teams will
Inside
draft him to play. Athletic profile is elite, and he will be able to cover the more agile slot
Alignment and speed receivers at the NFL level provided that his footwork continues to develop.
Tackling /
Run
Support

Aggressive tackler downhill, which can lead to over pursuit in his tackling angles. Shows
intensity right up to the whistle but does a good job of not allowing that to carry into
penalties. If he is asked to play covering TEs, he could stand to add a little weight.

Footwork

Hill’s fluidity, loose hips, and transitions are all great. I believe he will need to develop a
bit more sense of timing on when to turn and open his hips to trail, rather than relying
on his outstanding closing speed at the next level.

Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

Did not show high level ball production in college, but those numbers are easily skewed
by teams just not throwing his direction. Ball skills are high level and passes that come
his way are usually ones he makes a play on. Shows a good ability to track passes in the
air and arrive in the catch point at the right time.
Instinctual player with high level awareness and diagnosis ability. In zone, Hill shows a
good ability to read the quarterback’s eyes and determine routes, screens, or rub
patterns. His competitiveness and awareness combine to make a truly special player.

Final
Thoughts

Hill is a football player’s football player. Athletic, intelligent, versatile, competitive, and
his motor is always running at full tilt. Some teams will lock him in as either a free safety
or slot/nickel cornerback prospect, but I suspect some teams may even try him on the
outside, simply on the fact that his is so competitive and so athletic. Hill should be gone
sometime on day 1 (or early day 2) and even that seems like a steal for a player that is as
diverse as they come.
NFL Comp / Upside: Devin McCourty (1st - 2010)

Other Notes: Two-time Academic All-B1G honoree (2020, 2021), All-B1G honoree (first team - coaches,
second team - media – 2021), Two-time letterman (2019, 2020), ST experience throughout, snaps at FS,
Slot-CB, and Wide-CB in career

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
90 / 125
100 / 125
80 / 100
85 / 125
85 / 100
90 / 100
90 / 100
85 / 100
105 / 125

810 / 1000
8.1 / 10

Daxton Hill, Final Grade:
ITP Player Grade:
RAS Grade:
Expected Round:

8.1 / 10
7.99
9.45
1st / 2nd

Jobe, Josh

Alabama
Senior (4th)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

Man
Coverage
Zone
Coverage

Press

5’11 1/2”
182lbs
32 5/8”
9 1/4”

7.45

With Jobe’s good length and frame, he does well as a press and matchup-based man
corner. Shows good physicality and ability to trail receivers. Doesn’t look to have great
athletic traits and can get handsy at the top of routes.
He does show good reaction and anticipation in zone coverage. Tape showed him, at
times, given deep third assignments. Tightness in his hips and lack of high-level
athleticism will prevent him from being used in shallow zone. Struggles to plant and
pursue. Needs to improve his ability to gear down.
Physically imposing prospect who projects well to press-man heavy schemes. Physical at
the catch point and on the LoS. Has a decent set of punches and jabs to create
disruption of releases and prevent receivers from getting away clean.

Jobe projects as an outside only corner at the next level. Will be best suited covering
Outside
the bigger X type receivers in the NFL and defending contested catch scenarios. Does
Alignment not possess the athletic profile to cover speed receivers on the outside and will be
scheme specific in his uses.
Doesn’t have the athletic ability to project as an inside corner at the next level.
Inside
Footwork can be heavy and clunky, so he will have issues if he is asked to move inside
Alignment to cover.
Tackling /
Run
Support
Footwork
Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

Physical. Very physical. Violent at the point of contact and does a great job of wrapping
up the ball carrier and dragging them down. Has the right mixture of technique and
aggression that teams will like.
Jobe struggles with tightness in his hips and heavy/clunky transitions. He does possess
some solid recovery speed, which allows him to make up for some of the issues that his
footwork causes but he’ll need to fix some of the fundamental problems to be a
serviceable rotational corner at the next level.
Doesn’t have great ball production (19 PBUs, 2 FFs, 2INTs) and has some consistency
issues with ball tracking and staying in phase while trailing receivers downfield. Does do
a good job of attacking at the catch point and being absolutely menacing. His top-level
competitive attitude when the ball does arrive does give him plenty of upside.
The biggest concern with Jobe’s game here is timing. I believe he relies too much on the
physical aspects of his game and can get beat because of it. Needs to improve his
timing, anticipation, and diagnosis. Needs to improve his technique in locating the ball
downfield.

Final
Thoughts

Josh Jobe projects as a depth piece and special teams contributor, with some ability to
be a rotational player in years two or three, at the next level. I like his aggression, size,
and tackling… though all of these have issues of their own. A team that takes Jobe will be
looking for a press-man developmental prospect with year 2 or 3 upside, or to move him
to safety with the same timeframe.
NFL Comp / Upside: Xavier Rhodes (1st - 2013)

Other Notes: Preseason Second-Team All-American (TSN, Walter Camp, PFF – 2021), ST experience
throughout

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
85 / 125
75 / 125
90 / 100
90 / 125
70 / 100
90 / 100
75 / 100
75 / 100
95 / 125

745 / 1000
7.45 / 10

Josh Jobe, Final Grade: 7.45 / 10
ITP Player Grade:
5.99
RAS Grade:
N/A
Expected Round:
3rd / 4th

Jones, Marcus

Houston
Senior (5th)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

5’8”
174lbs
28 7/8”
8 7/8”

7.8

Man
Coverage

Athletic profile in man does a great job of covering up the obvious issues with size. One
of the best in this class at mirroring his receiver and sticking to their route. That said,
there are instances of the size causing issues with his fight at the catch point.

Zone
Coverage

Click and close speed is truly electric. Does a great job of reading plays, identifying the
catch window, and driving on the ball. Shows the most promise in zone coverage where
he can be allowed to identify and attack, giving his athleticism a change to really shine.

His size is always going to be an issue when he has to get his hands on a receiver, and
this is never clearer than in press situations with receivers bigger than he is. While he’s
Press
a fierce competitor, big-bodied receivers will physically dominate him because of his
small stature.
Due to his lack of size, it would be best to only put him on the outside if you are
Outside
assigning him to follow a certain receiver. Struggles with big receivers and often gets
Alignment manhandled at the LoS and catch point.
Athletic profile is absolutely insane, and he should do just fine covering the small and
Inside
shifty slot type receivers at the next level (with development, of course). His quick
Alignment twitch and change of direction speed will allow him to maintain correct spacing and trail
across the formation.
Tackling / Tackles quite a bit above his weight class. Despite a small frame, he isn’t afraid to
generate contact and drive through the ball carrier. Takes good angles, shows good
Run
technique, and avoids over pursuit.
Support
Footwork
Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

Jones footwork is outstanding. Truly great hip fluidity, transition speed, click and close,
and body control. Backpedal is good and his footwork gives his athleticism even more
pop and suddenness to it. Plays at light speed.
Ball skills and tracking are above average with the former being better than the latter.
There are occasional lapses in his tracking ability when he’s pursuing bigger receivers
downfield and has to turn to locate the ball. Does a great job of timing his attack of the
catch point.
Jones Shows great intelligence and awareness regardless of where he was asked to
lineup or the scheme in use. He diagnoses and reacts very quicky, and I rarely saw him
out of position in coverage.

Final
Thoughts

Marcus Jones is a curious case. On one hand, he is very undersized for the position and
that will limit the fits he has in the draft and what teams are willing to take him. On the
other, he plays with such aggression, power, and athleticism that some teams will be
willing to overlook his tiny stature to try and find ways to get that speed onto the field. I
expect him to go sometime during day 2, likely the third round. His returner experience
will get him on the field quicker. NFL Comp / Upside: Darious Williams (UDFA - 2018)

Other Notes: 2017 Sunbelt Freshman of the Year, 2017 All-Sun Belt Second-Team (Returner and All
Purpose), ESPN Freshman All-America (Returner - 2017), FWAA Freshman All-America (Returner 2017), Phil Steele All-America Third-Team (Returner – 2017), American Athletic All-Conference First
Team (Returner – 2020), CBS/247Sports All-America First Team (Returner – 2020), FWAA All-America
First Team (Returner – 2020), Phil Steele All-America First Team (Returner – 2020), Significant ST
experience throughout

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
85 / 125
95 / 125
85 / 100
85 / 125
90 / 100
90 / 100
80 / 100
75 / 100
95 / 125

780 / 1000
7.8 / 10

Marcus Jones, Final Grade:
ITP Player Grade:
RAS Grade:
Expected Round:

7.8 / 10
5.99
N/A
3rd

McCreary, Roger

Auburn
Senior (4th)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

5’11 3/8”
190lbs
28 7/8”
9”
4.5s
6.96s
31.5”
9’8”
8.55

Man
Coverage

McCreary shows high-level ability in man coverage. Has great mirroring and is capable
of both press and off man coverages. Shows a knack for jump cutting routes and coming
away with the ball. Good job of carrying his man downfield.

Zone
Coverage

Shows good awareness and instincts in zone. Has a good ability to read the
quarterback’s eyes and body language. Does a good job of squeezing his zone down and
pressing his receiver to create incompletions and turnovers.

Press

Very short arms for his size but does a good job of getting his hands inside the pads of
his receiver to disrupt release timing and routes. Stays tight in coverage and shows
high-level mirroring ability. Arm size is still a concern though.

Possesses the necessary size and athletic profile to operate on the outside against the X
Outside
type receivers at the next level. Won’t cover the 4.3s 40 burner receivers, but has the
Alignment necessary athleticism, mirroring, and awareness to carry receivers in that 4.4 range.
Isn’t straight line fast but does have the necessary instincts, athletic ability, and fluidity
Inside
to play inside at the NFL level. Doesn’t have the size in the slot to be tasked with
Alignment covering tight ends, but bigger slot receivers will be fine.
Tackling /
Run
Support

High success rate tackler. Doesn’t often allow for extra yards and does a good job of
tackling receivers when they do catch the ball. Does a good job of wrapping up and
dragging down. Physically imposing for his size.

Footwork

Fluid, smooth footwork with good body control. Shows good ability to flip his hips and
maintain control and speed. Some concern over his ability to transition on breaks and
change his direction.

Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

Demonstrates great ball skills and is highly competitive at the catch point. I worry about
his arm length translating to covering NFL caliber receivers. Does a good job of getting
physical at the catch point and knocking passes away. Doesn’t react quick enough to
passes and can sometimes be a little slow getting to the receiver because of it.
Three-year starter, who plays calm and rarely panics. Has great understanding of route
concepts, offensive schemes, and how to read/manipulate quarterbacks. Can often be
seen making sure teammates are aligned correctly and is a top-level communicator.

Final
Thoughts

McCreary is a positionally diverse / schematically diverse prospect who has all the tools
and traits to be a quality contributor on most NFL rosters. His arm length measurements
are concerning but his tape shows that it doesn’t cause many issues with his play. With
his high intelligence, athletic profile, experience, and diversity, he should be able to fit on
most teams. I expect McCreary to go at some point early day 2, though some team may
reach and take him in the late 1st. NFL Comp / Upside: Marshon Lattimore (1st – 2017)

Other Notes: Fourth-Team All-SEC (Phil Steele – 2020), SEC Academic Honor Roll (2020), Preseason
Second-Team All-SEC (PFF – 2020), Senior Bowl All-America (Coaches – 2021), PFF College All-SEC FirstTeam (2021), ST experience

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
100 / 125
90 / 125
85 / 100
100 / 125
90 / 100
95 / 100
90 / 100
90 / 100
110 / 125

850 / 1000
8.5 / 10

Roger McCreary, Final Grade:
ITP Player Grade:
RAS Grade:
Expected Round:

8.5 / 10
7.5
5.45
2nd

McDuffie, Trent

Washington
Sophomore (3rd)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

5’10 3/4”
193lbs
29 3/4”
8 3/4”
4.44s
38.5”
10’8”
8.4

Man
Coverage

Short area quickness and closing speed play well in man coverage. Shows high-level
coverage against short/mid concepts (crossers, slants, comebacks, etc.) Stays on his
receiver well and does a great job of recovering if he loses a step on his man.

Zone
Coverage

Instincts shine in zone. His ability to read the quarterback’s eyes and pre-snap
alignments will translate well at the next level. Shows good ability to squeeze routes,
forcing smaller throwing windows and creating turnovers and PBUs.

Press

Shows good willingness to be physical at the LoS and match aggression from his man.
Hard to get off balance, he does well to stay on top of releases. Shows good level punch
to disrupt routes.

McDuffie has a smaller frame, which does cause some issue when it comes to covering
Outside
bigger receivers on the outside. Can get over-powered by big receivers, and he does not
Alignment have the frame to add the weight needed to address the power difference here.
Should play well on the inside at the next level where his physicality, short area
Inside
quickness, and reaction speed will help him stick to receivers. Doesn’t possess elite level
Alignment speed at the top end but does have sufficient short area quickness.
Tackling /
Run
Support

Aggressive run defender and tackler. Sometimes struggles to shed blocks by bigger
bodies due to his frame but will fight contact to the whistle. Takes good angles on his
tackles. Good technique and ability to wrap up and drag down.

Footwork

Shows good footwork, backpedal, athleticism, hip fluidity, and change of direct. High
level closing speed once the ball leaves the quarterback’s hands. Stays in phase well.
Will be able to cover shiftier receivers due to his +level footwork and athleticism.

Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

Ball production is lacking over his college career and does manage to get his hands into
the catch window to knock passes away. Great job of tracking the ball in the air,
especially on routes in the short and intermediate areas of the field. His eyes are one of
the best parts of his game.
High level football intelligence, which shows with his communication skills and his
diagnosis of plays. His understanding of route concepts, offensive schemes, and
leverage are +level traits and will translate well.

Final
Thoughts

McDuffie is a high IQ corner, who shows great awareness in man and zone coverages.
Highly competitive, tough, and athletic prospect whose game should translate well at the
next level. Shows great level of drive and plays above his size in press-man and against
the run. I expect that McDuffie will go at some point in the mid 1st round to very early 2nd
and be an impact player early.
NFL Comp / Upside: Byron Murphy (2nd - 2019)

Other Notes: All-PAC12 Second-Team (2020), Preseason All-PAC12 First-Team (2021), Preseason
Fourth-Team All-America (Athlon - 2021), Preseason Third-Team All-America (PFF/Phil Steele – 2021),
All-PAC12 First-Team (2021)

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
90 / 125
105 / 125
90 / 100
95 / 125
95 / 100
85 / 100
85 / 100
85 / 100
110 / 125

840 / 1000
8.4 / 10

Trent McDuffie, Final Grade:
ITP Player Grade:
RAS Grade:
Expected Round:

8.4 / 10
7.75
9.48
1st / 2nd

Stingley Jr, Derek

Louisiana State
Junior (3rd)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

Man
Coverage
Zone
Coverage

Press

6’ 1/4”
190lbs
30 5/8”
9 5/8”
4.44s
38.5”
10’2”
9.2

True man coverage menace. Great mirror ability in coverage and has top level footwork
that plays into his favor. Stingley’s shadowing ability is truly top of the class, and this
shows when he’s on an island and tasked with carrying a receiver downfield.
Shows great ability in zone coverage. High level of understanding of offensive
schemes/concepts and a good ability to maintain leverage and shrink throwing lanes by
exploiting field spacing. Does a good job of using his size/athleticism to blank his area of
the field.
Press man coverage nightmare. Patient, powerful, and sudden with his punches to
disrupt routes and get receivers to stumble out of their breaks. Has a large toolbox of
punches and jabs to jam at the line and take guys out of the game.

Prototypical size and athletic profile to play on a boundary island and carry receivers
Outside
downfield. Has the speed and power to trail X type receivers, both big-bodied and the
Alignment more sudden and fast athletes.
Truly diverse, in that he will be able to match a single man all game and move from
Inside
outside to inside and back again. In non-match situations, he may be best served as an
Alignment outside only corner and lock down the other team’s number one.
Tackling /
Run
Support
Footwork
Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

Efficient tackler with a deep bag of tricks. Reasonable frame, which gives him enough
power to strike and bring down bigger targets. Can, at times, strike hard enough and jar
the ball loose. Shows good ability as a run defender and is willing and able to engage in
contact. Does a good job of bringing down the ball carrier.
Has high level athletic traits, which includes his footwork. Shows good hip fluidity,
smooth transitions, and quick and even backpedal. Has the quick twitch to move in
quickly on routes and disrupt passes.
Turnover machine. Most of the 50/50 balls thrown his way are going the other way.
Shows great patience when the ball is coming his way and doesn’t reveal his intention
to make a play on it until the last possible moment. Tracks the ball in the air at an elite
level and shows great patience on attacking the throwing window.
Very intelligent player, whose high-level football IQ shines through on tape. Great
understanding of offensive schemes, route concepts, and receiver groupings. Shows
great route anticipation and his reaction speed in zone coverage is the best in the class.

Final
Thoughts

Derek Stingley Jr was a difficult prospect to grade. After a brilliant 2019 campaign, injuries
in 2020 and 2021 as well as some decline in production makes him a true projection
player. I believe that his 2019 form will return at the next level, however, provided that
he can stay healthy, and he should be a contributor early in his career. I expect Stingley
to be off the board before the halfway point of night one, and even that seems like a steal
for the best CB in the class.
NFL Comp / Upside: Stephon Gilmore (1st - 2012)

Other Notes: SEC All-Freshman Team (2019), Second-Team All-SEC (Coaches – 2019), First-Team All-SEC
(AP – 2019), SEC Newcomer of the Year (AP, unanimous – 2019), Second-Team All-America (WC, FWAA
– 2019), First-Team All-America (AFCA, AP, Athletic, CBS, ESPN, SI, SportingNews, USA Today – 2019),
Consensus All-American (2019), First-Team All-SEC (Coaches, AP – 2020), First-Team All-America (AFCA
– 2020), Sidelined by injury in last two seasons at LSU, ST experience (PR for LSU in 2019)

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
120 / 125
110 / 125
95 / 100
120 / 125
85 / 100
90 / 100
90 / 100
95 / 100
115 / 125

920 / 1000
9.2 / 10

Derek Stingley Jr, Final Grade:
ITP Player Grade:
RAS Grade:
Expected Round:

9.2 / 10
8.49
9.2
1st

Taylor, Alontae

Tennessee
Senior (4th)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

Man
Coverage
Zone
Coverage

Press

6’ 1/8”
199lbs
32 1/4”
9 1/8”
4.36s
7.08s
34.5”
10’8”
7.8

Aggressive player in man coverage. Possesses long speed, but his short area quickness is
lacking. Best snaps come in press coverage when he can crowd the receiver and get his
hands inside to disrupt routes.
Has done well to develop for his feel in zone, despite being relatively new to the
position. Does well to maintain leverage, adjust his body to routes, and stay in his zone.
His time as a receiver gives him great awareness of concepts, offensive schemes, and
how offenses think and operate. Reads quarterbacks and backfield cues well.
Best man reps are in press when he can use his strength and tenacity to get his hands
inside early and disrupt his man at the line of scrimmage. Shows good ability to disrupt
and then mirror his man downfield.

Due to his limitations with short area quickness, I expect Taylor to project as an outside
Outside
only corner. Has the prototypical size to cover bigger receivers on the boundary and
Alignment shows good aggression and ability to attack at the catch point.
Doesn’t possess the necessary short area quickness to cover the shiftier and faster
Inside
inside receivers at the next level but should do just fine against the big-slot types. Has
Alignment good straight-line speed and an ability to attack the throwing lane.
Tackling /
Run
Support
Footwork
Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

Enthusiastic tackler, who is physical and highly competitive. Does miss too frequently
for my liking on his tackles but is still new to the position and is still learning and getting
a feel for how to best play at corner. Most of his misses come from leaving his feet too
early and diving to tackle.
Taylor’s long speed is excellent, though he’s still raw and new to the position. Despite
this, his footwork is adequate and there weren’t any fatal flaws with his footwork
outside of needing to refine his breaks, transitions, and mirroring. Good level of click
and close ability.
Still plays the ball much like a receiver but has some ways to go in terms of
development here as well. Can be a little late in finding the ball when trailing downfield
and isn’t as comfortable with his back to the pass as he is facing the LoS. When he is in
position, he plays the ball like a receiver and can be disruptive at the catch point.
Highly intelligent player who needs development simply because he has limited
experience at the position. Shows good ability to read the quarterback’s eyes and has a
good understanding of schemes, concepts, and receiver groupings.

Final
Thoughts

Alontae Taylor switched from WR to corner in 2018 and is still developing a feel for the
position. Even with the fact he is several years behind in terms of development at the
position, he shows good promise and constant improvement from year to year. Teams
looking to bet on his athletic profile and upside will likely look his way sometime in the
transition from day 2 to day 3, and he should provide good special teams upside in year
1 with rotational upside in year 2. NFL Comp / Upside: Antonio Hamilton (UDFA – 2016)

Other Notes: Fall SEC Academic Honor Roll (2019, 2020, 2021), 2020-2021 SEC Football Leadership Vice
Chair, All-SEC Fourth-Team (Phil Steele – 2021), HS Wide Receiver, ST experience throughout

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
95 / 125
85 / 125
85 / 100
100 / 125
80 / 100
85 / 100
80 / 100
75 / 100
95 / 125

780 / 1000
7.8 / 10

Alontae Taylor, Final Grade:
ITP Player Grade:
RAS Grade:
Expected Round:

7.8 / 10
6.49
9.05
3rd / 4th

Williams, Joshua

Fayetteville State
Senior (4th)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

6’2 7/8”
195lbs
32 7/8”
9 1/2”
4.53s
36”
10’4”
7.95

Man
Coverage

Truly dominant corner at the D2 level of competition. Showed good ability to mirror and
had no issues with staying in phase and completely zeroing a team’s best receiver. His
large frame makes him a physically imposing defender.

Zone
Coverage

Limited exposure to tape of him in zone coverage, but what was there showcased his
length and body control. Isn’t the fastest prosect out there but does a great job of
maintaining spacing and tightening throwing lanes.

Press

Physically imposing frame lends itself well to press coverages where he can use his size
to impose his will on opposing receivers. Will need to excel here to make up for his lack
of straight-line speed.

Due to his size and lack of true burst speed, I expect most teams to see him as an
Outside
outside only corner at the next level. His size and tenacity should project well in
Alignment covering the bigger and more physical receivers in the NFL.
Does not project to have much use at all in the slot. Lacks quick twitch or straight-line
Inside
speed, which would likely preclude him from covering the faster slot receivers in the
Alignment league. Slot coverage is often off coverage as well, which means that his physical
dominance will be negated as well.
Williams’ size, power, and reach allow him to tackle well. He shows great willingness to
Tackling /
engage in contact, and a good understanding of how to wrap and drag. Click and close is
Run
above average for a corner his size. Could stand to improve angles and diagnosis skills
Support
some to prevent whiffed tackles.
Transition speed and backpedal are great. His hip turns and flips are fluid and fairly
Footwork smooth. While he doesn’t have top end speed, he is a long strider and can open up fast.
His change of direction speed is above average for his size.
Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

ALPHA mentality at the catch point. Ball production is underwhelming, but he was the
best defender on the field and was rarely targeted. Shows good hands and has good
awareness of where the ball is at all times. Does a great job of tracking passes and high
pointing to create PBUs and INTs when he is tested.
Showed good anticipation skills, ball awareness, and technical soundness. Much of this
is projection as the jump from D2 is much bigger, but his processing speed is off the
charts, and I see no reason he can’t make that jump.

Final
Thoughts

Joshua Williams is a fantastic prospect on paper, but much of that is projection at how
much of that can translate from his D2 school to the NFL level. Great awareness, coverage
skills, mirroring, and athleticism, if he does manage to develop, he should be a very good
corner by the end of his 2nd year. I expect him to be a player that teams are willing to bet
on the upside of sometime from the middle of the 4th round on. The upside is huge at
that point and the risk is minimized.
NFL Comp / Upside: Cortez Allen (4th - 2011)

Other Notes: HS Football/Track dual athlete, HS level wide receiver, All-CIAA (2021), ST experience

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
90 / 125
95 / 125
85 / 100
95 / 125
85 / 100
85 / 100
85 / 100
80 / 100
95 / 125

795 / 1000
7.95 / 10

Joshua Williams, Final Grade: 7.95 / 10
ITP Player Grade:
5.99
RAS Grade:
9.43
Expected Round:
4th / 5th

Woolen, Tariq

UTSA
RS Senior (5th)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

Man
Coverage
Zone
Coverage

Press

6’4 1/8”
205lbs
33 5/8”
9 1/8”
4.26s
7.1s
42”
10’11”
7.65

Woolen’s size, length, and closing speed work into his favor in man coverage, giving him
excellent ability to control his receiver’s release, stay on top of routes, and stay in
phase. His footwork has improved, and this allows him to stay in stride with his WR.
Projects well to zone coverage schemes with his length, closing speed, and experience
at WR. Does well to drive on throwing lanes and create problems for QBs. Still learning
the position however, and will need to develop his feel for anticipation, squeezing
routes, adjusting to route combinations, etc.
Tariq Woolen’s best snaps in man coverage come in press where he can get his hands
on the receiver and disrupt routes. Despite being fairly new to the position, he has
shown some god physicality and technique in press at the LoS and at the catch point.

Due to Woolen’s size, most teams will project him as a boundary corner at the next
Outside
level. Tariq possesses fantastic closing and long speed and shows ability to stay on his
Alignment receiver on the boundary. Needs work when it comes to pattern-matching. Has the long
speed and size to cover both bigger and shiftier receivers on the outside in the NFL.
I don’t expect many teams to project Woolen as an inside corner at the NFL level due to
Inside
his size (6’4+). Despite this, he does have enough lateral mobility and long speed to stick
Alignment with receivers if he is tasked with covering a single receiver for a full game and that
receiver moves inside.
Tackling / It’s clear that Woolen’s tackling fundamentals need some work, but he’s definitely
willing. He needs to improve his ability to get set and into a good position before
Run
engaging in his tackle. Needs to play with better control to get more consistent.
Support
Footwork
Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

Woolen is highly athletic, but high cut. Long strides get him to top speed. Woolen’s
transitions are solid, as are his backpedal and hip movements. His ability to flip from
backpedal to stride has improved over time and I expect it will continue to do so.
Converted wide receiver who still plays the ball like he’s on offense. Does need to
improve some in getting his head turned and locating the ball when it’s headed his
direction. He seems to be much more natural when he’s driving on a pass. His size and
length help him to get into the catch point, though he’ll need to improve his ability to
attack and cause PBUs / INTs.
Woolen is still developing his instincts and feel for the position of corner, but it’s clear
that his development is on the right track. Needs to shore up his sense of spacing,
awareness with his back to the LoS, tackling angles, and sequencing. Seems to be a high
intelligence player though who learns well on the fly.

Final
Thoughts

Tariq Woolen is a corner who is still growing and learning the finer points of the position.
A WR conversion in 2020, he’s still feeling out his role and learning how to play his new
position. That said, he shows all the necessary fundamental tools to be a good corner at
the next level. He shows great speed, good awareness, and good hands. I expect that
teams will project Woolen somewhere in the second round, as his athletic profile is too
good to pass up, and he will be a developmental prospect with rotational potential in
year 2. Limited special teams experience may see him drop on some teams’ boards a little
bit, as he doesn’t offer that upside. NFL Comp / Upside: Ifeatu Melifonwu (3rd - 2021)

Other Notes: HS Wide Receiver, Switched from WR to CB as a RS Junior in 2020, Senior Bowl / EastWest Shine / NFLPA Collegiate Bowl invitee, All-Conference USA (2021)

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
90 / 125
90 / 125
85 / 100
100 / 125
80 / 100
75 / 100
75 / 100
75 / 100
95 / 125

765 / 1000
7.65 / 10

Tariq Woolen, Final Grade: 7.65 / 10
ITP Player Grade:
6.99
RAS Grade:
9.71
Expected Round:
2nd

Wright, Mykael

Oregon
Sophomore (3rd)
Height
Weight
Arm Length
Hand Size
40 Time
3 Cone Time
Vert. Jump
Broad Jump
Grade (x/10)

5’10 1/2”
173lbs
30 1/2”
9”
4.57s
6.82s
31.5”
7.55

Good man coverage skills, especially from the slot. Wright doesn’t possess great long
Man
speed, but his short area quickness is bordering on elite. Shows good ability to
Coverage transition and flip his hips at the top of routes. Footwork is good and helps him play
tight in man.
Highly effective zone coverage corner. His short area speed allows him to close quickly.
Zone
Shows high level ability to read quarterback’s eyes and has a good ability to create and
Coverage make plays on the ball. Understanding of route concepts, offensive schemes, and route
groupings is solid.
Chippy and scrappy. Doesn’t possess elite size, but he shows good awareness and ability
to get his hands inside and work to disrupt routes. Does need to improve his technique
Press
and usage of his physicality, as he can be late at times on his jams and in his pass
defenses when trailing downfield.
Does not possess great downfield speed, which will hurt him on the outside if he’s
Outside
tasked with covering faster boundary WRs. Also doesn’t possess fantastic size, so the
Alignment bigger (and slower) contested catch receivers will be able to bully him and move him
around.
Best fit is as a slot corner at the next level. His long speed isn’t elite, but his short area
Inside
quickness testing was among the better ones in the class. Needs to clean up his timing
Alignment in flipping his hips though, as he can flip too early or too late and leave himself out of
position on in breaking routes (slants, ins, posts).
Tackling / Very light frame, which will cause tackling issues at the next level. Isn’t often out of
position on his tackle attempts and does a good job of being in position at the catch
Run
point, but that small frame will make it more difficult to take down bigger WRs.
Support
Footwork
Pass
Breakup /
Ball
Tracking
Football
IQ

Reasonably athletic profile with okay long speed but high-level short area quickness.
Backpedal is sufficient, but he needs to learn better timing on his transitions and
flipping his hips. Can flip too early or too late and this opens him up to double moves
and fakes. Will need to improve discipline and technique here.
Solid ball skills, as he can close quickly from reasonable distance thanks to his short area
quickness. Does a solid job of getting his hands in the passing lane. Some issue with his
length and ability to get into the throwing window against the better and bigger
receivers. Will need to either improve timing or technique at the next level.
Good instincts. Shows a high-level understanding of passing off receivers in zone
coverage and has shown the ability to read, diagnose, and deconstruct route
combinations. Can overcome some of his athletic and size limitations through
intelligence.

Final
Thoughts

Instinctual player with great short area burst but a slight frame and less than stellar long
speed, Wright is a slot only prospect with the short area quickness, intelligence, and good
awareness in zone schemes. With some technical improvements, he should project as a
developmental slot prospect at the next level. Upside as a man corner if he can clean up
some of the footwork issues in his game. I expect Wright to be selected sometime near
the end of the 4th round. NFL Comp / Upside: Tavon Young (4th - 2016)

Other Notes: Freshman All-America Second-Team (Athletic – 2019), All-PAC12 First-Team (AP, Coaches,
Phil Steele – 2020), All-PAC12 First-Team (PFF Kick Returner – 2021), All-PAC12 Third-Team (PFF
Cornerback – 2021), HS WR/CB, ST experience throughout

Skill

Man Coverage
Zone Coverage
Press Coverage
Outside Alignment
Inside Alignment
Tackling / Run Support
Footwork
Pass Breakup / Ball Tracking
Awareness / Football IQ
Total
Final Player Grade

Points Assigned
85 / 125
90 / 125
80 / 100
80 / 125
90 / 100
75 / 100
85 / 100
75 / 100
95 / 125

755 / 1000
7.55 / 10

Mykael Wright, Final Grade: 7.55 / 10
ITP Player Grade:
5.49
RAS Grade:
2.93
Expected Round:
4th

Player Awards

Best in Man
Best in Zone
Best in Press
Best Outside CB
Best Slot CB
Best Tackler
Best Footwork
Most Versatile
Best Ball Hawk
Most ST Upside
Player to Watch 2022
Best Corner 2022

Derek Stingley Jr, LSU
Ahmad “Sauce” Gardner, Cincinnati
Derek Stingley Jr, LSU
Derek Stingley Jr, LSU
Trent McDuffie, Washington
Roger McCreary, Auburn
Kyler Gordon, Washington
Trent McDuffie, Washington
Marcus Jones, Houston
Marcus Jones, Houston
Joshua Williams, Fayetteville State
Derek Stingley Jr, LSU

Special Thanks,
Thank you to everyone who made this possible/ To my wife, who put up with more than anyone should
throughout this process (and every year at this time), thank you. To the wonderful community I’m so grateful to
be a part of in the Scho Show Slack Channel for pushing me to be better and hone my craft, the many people who
have their handprints all over this in reviewing, editing, notes, pointers, etc... you know who you are, thanks for
always giving me just enough of a hard time to make me want to finish this journey. Couldn’t have done it
without all of you. That said, we’re on to the 2023 class. See you then.

